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6947&6947A 4W Universal SF Signaling Sets w/Gain

1.02 In the event that this practice section is re
issued, the reason for reissue will be stated in this
paragraph.

1.03 The 6947 differs from the 6947A only in
the method in which transmit-channel and receive
channel levels are adjusted. On the 6947, these
levels are adjusted via front-panel potentiometers,
while on the 6947A, these levels are adjusted via
precision front-panel DIP switches. In all other
respects, the two modules are identical.
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figure 1.6947 and 6947A Universal SF Signaling
modules with Gain

1.05 Adjustable attenuators and amplifiers in
the transmit and receive channels of both modules
coordinate facility-side transmission level points
(TLP's) with various terminal-side levels. In the
transmit channel, terminal-side attenuators can be
set to provide from 0 to 24dB of loss, while facility
side level-control switches can be set to provide a
+5, +3, 0 or -16 TLP with respect to the conven
tional -16 transmit TLP. In the receive channel,
facility-side amplifiers can be set to provide from
o to 24dB of gain while terminal-side level-control
switches can be set to provide a +7, +2, -2, or
-4T LP with respect to the conventional +7 receive
TLP.

1.06 Equalization for nonloaded cable may be
optionally provided in either or both channels via
one or two Tellabs 9908A Active Slope Equalizer
Subassemblies. The 9908A provides up to 7.5dB
of slope equalization at 2804Hz (re 1000Hz) in
0.5dB increments. The subassemblies plug physi
cally and electrically into connectors located on
the modules' printed circuit board.

1.07 Balanced 600-ohm terminating impedance
is provided at the 4wire terminal ports, while bal
anced, switch-selectable 150, 600, or 1200-ohm
terminating impedance is provided at the 4wire
facility.

E&M operation
1.08 When optioned for E&M operation, both
the 6947 and 6947A provide SF signaling over a
4wire facility, full-duplex conversion between that
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1.04 Features and options ofthe 6947 and 6947A
include the following: switch selection of all op
tions; balanced 600-ohm terminating impedance on
the terminal side; balanced, switchable 150,600 or
1200-ohm terminating impedance on the facility
side; switch-selectable FXO, FXS or E&M opera
tion; adjustable amplifiers and attenuators; optional
plug-on transmit and receive active slope equalizer
subassemblies (Tellabs9908A); an internal SF oscil
lator (use of an external master SF tone source is
optional); switch able normal or inverted M-lead
signaling; transmit minimum-break pulse correction
and receive precision full pulse correction. Front
panel LED's indicate signaling and supervision,
while front-panel test points access facility-side
transmit and receive ports. Alarm leads compatible
with most carrier group alarm (CGA) formats are
available.

1. general description
1.01 The Tellabs 6947 and 6947A 4Wire Univer-
sal SF Signaling Set modules with Gain (figure 1)
each provide single-frequency (SF) signaling over a
4wire facility, full-duplex conversion between that
SF signaling and anyone of three types ofterminal
side loop signaling, and extension of this loop sig
naling toward a 4wire termination. Specifically, the
6947 and 6947A may be switch-optioned to func
tion as a 4wire E&M, foreign-exchange office-end
(F XO), or foreign-exchange station-end (F XS) sig
naling unit. Level control (gain and attenuation) in
the transmit and receive channels is provided by
means of adjustable amplifiers and attenuators.
Conventional 2600Hz SF tone is standard; other
frequencies are optionally available.
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SF signaling and terminal-side E&M signaling, and such a tone supply if desired. Selection of internal
extension of conventional E&M signaling toward a or external tone source is made via slide switch on II
4wire termination. The receive portion converts the module.
incoming SF signaling tones to local E-Iead states 1.12 Both modules are members of Tellabs'
and provides precision pulse correction to ensure 6900 family of signaling and terminating modules.
optimum output pulsing in response to a variety of They are electrically and mechanically compatible
input pulsing rates and make-break ratios. Recog- with the other modules in the 6900 family and
nition delays prevent response to spurious SF tone with the modules in the 4900 family of terminating
bursts and to momentary tone interruptions. The and level control modules. Common pin assign-
transmit portion converts local M-Iead inputs to ments in the 6900 and 4900 families permit the
outgoing SF tone signals and provides minimum- use of a universal wiring scheme to increase system
break-pulse correction to ensure transmission of flexibility.
recognizable tone pulses. A transmission-path-cut
circuit with a nominal 15ms pre-cut delay interval 1.13 Each module mounts in one position of a
prevents transient interference with outgoing sig- Tellabs Type 16 Mounting Shelf, or in one position
naling tones. of the Tellabs 267S SF Signaling and Terminating

Assembly. The Type 16 shelf is available in 19 and
FXO operation 23-inch relay rack versions, both of which mount
1.09 When optioned for FXO operation, the 12 modules and occupy four vertical mounting
6947 and 6947A provide SF signaling over a 4wire spaces (7 inches) in a standard relay rack. The
facility, conversion between that SF signaling and 267S SF Signaling and Terminating Assembly is a
the terminal signaling used at the office end of an two module, wall-mounted enclosure, optionally
FX or OPX circuit, and extension of this terminal equipped with power and ringing.
signaling toward the 4wire termination. The re-
ceive portion converts incoming SF tones to local 2. application
supervision and dial pulse states corresponding to 2.01 The 6947 and 6947A Universal SF Signal-
those at the station end of the signaling path. A ing modules with Gain are designed to interface a
precision pulse corrector ensures loop dial pulsing 4wire transmission facility with a 4wire station
with optimum make-break ratio toward the local loop or PBX trunk circuit in conventional E&M,
switching equipment. The transmit portion converts office-end foreign-exchange (FXOL or station-end II
local office ringing and supervisory states to outgo- foreign-exchange (F XS) signaling applications.
ing SF tone conditions. An integral 20Hz modulator These modules provide SF signaling over the 4wire
provides outgoing SF tone modulated at a 20Hz facility, switch-selectable choice of three modes of
rate during ringing, independent of local ringing signaling toward the 4wire termination, and conver-
frequency in ground start operation. The ringing sion between the two (facility to terminal) signal-
detector recognizes incoming ringing at any fre- ing modes. The 4wire station or PBX trunk circuit
quency between 18 and 33Hz and is compatible interfaced by the 6947 or 6947A may operate in
with most conventional ringing schemes. either the loop-start or ground-start supervisory
FXS operation mode.
1.10 When optioned for FXS operation, the terminal interface
6947 and 6947A provide SF signaling over a 4wire 2.02 The terminal side is designed to interface
facility, conversion between that SF signaling and the station end with adjustable transmit-channel
the terminal signaling used at the station end of an attenuators and receive channel level-control cir-
FX or OPX circuit, and extension of this signaling cuitry to accommodate a wire range of circuit inter-
toward the 4wire termination. The receive portion face levels. Terminal-side transformers provide a
converts incoming SF signaling tones to local ring- balanced terminating impedance of 6000hms. Each
ing and seizure (tip-ground) states. In the loop-start terminal-side transformer is center-tapped.
mode, appearance of SF tone activates local ringing. facility interface
In the ground-start mode, loss of received tone 2.03 The 6947 and 6947A are designed to inter-
causes the loop to be completed toward the station, face the 4wire transmission facility via adjustable
and detection of SF tone modulated by central receive-channel amplifiers and transmit-channel
office ringing frequency activates local ringing. The level-control circuitry to accommodate a wide
transmit portion converts local-station supervisory range of circuit interface levels. Facility-side trans-
and dialing states to outgoing SF tone conditions. formers may be switch-optioned for a balanced
Transmission of SF tone indicates station idle or terminating impedance of 150,600, or 1200 ohms.
the break portion of a dial pulse. In addition, a Each facility-side transformer is center-tapped to
minimum-break pulse corrector in the transmit derive a balanced simplex lead.
circuit ensures transmission of recognizable tone level control II
pu Ises. 2.04 Adjustable attenuators and level-control
1.11 The 6947 and 6947A are equipped with an switches in the transmit channel in conjunction
integral SF signaling tone oscillator and thus do with adjustable amplifiers and level-control switches
not require an external (master) SF tone source. in the receive channel provide for interfacing trans-
Provision is made, however, for operation with mit and receive facility-side TLP's with terminal-side
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figure 2. Typical response curves for
9908A Equalizer subassemblies

from the transmission facility when the M lead is at
negative battery potential.
2.07 The E-Iead output is derived via a mercury
wetted relay that provides a normally open (E) and
a normally closed (N) contact. These contacts may
be externally wired to accommodate any desired
E-Iead interface. Regardless of the contact wiring,
however, the relay is energized when the 6947A
senses no SF tone present at the 4wire receive
input port and de-energized when SF tone is de
tected. The receive pulse corrector is arranged to
control the pulsing relay such that during pulsing,
the relay is de-energized during 58 ± 2 percent of
the pulsing cycle.

2.08 An M-Iead option switch allows the 6947
and 6947A to accommodate either normal or in
verted M-Iead signaling states. In the normal state,
SF tone is transmitted when the local M lead is

II

II

levels in accordance with good transmission design.
In the transmit channel, terminal-side attenuators
can be set to provide from 0 to 24dB of loss, while
facility-side level-control switches can be set to
provide a +5, +3, 0 or -16TLP with respect to the
conventional transmit TLP of-16.lf other facility
side T LP's are required, transmit level-adjust poten
tiometer (R189) provides continuously adjustable
level control to a -20TLP. (Note: Level-control
switch Sl must be set to the +5 position in order
for potentiometer R189 to be inserted into the
circuit. In the receive channel, facility-side ampli
fiers can be set to provide from 0 to 24dB of gain,
while terminal-side level-control switches can be
set to provide +7, +2, 0 or -2TLP with respect to
the conventional receive TLP of +7. Level-control
in the receive channel can also be continuously ad
justed to a -24TLP via a receive level adjust po
tentiometer (R63). Please note that level-control
switch S2 must be in the +7 position for poten
tiometer R63 to be inserted into the circuit.
2.05 Prescription slope equalization for nonload
ed cable may be introduced into the transmit and
receive channels by equipping each module with
two 9908A Active Slope Equalizer Subassemblies.
Each 9908A provides up to 7.5dB of equalization
at 2804Hz (re 1000Hz) in 0.5dB increments. Each
9908A plugs into a 5-pin connector that provides
electrical as well as physical connection to the 6947
and 6947A modules. Frequency response of the
Equalizer is shown graphically in figure 2 and in
tabular form in table 1.
E&M operation
2.06 In conventional E&M SF signaling applica
tions, the 6947 and 6947A provide an E-Iead out
put that is open when SF tone is present at the
4wire receive input port and at circuit ground
when no SF tone is present. In the transmit direc
tion, SF tone is transmitted when the local M lead
is either open orat ground potention, and is removed

-0.2

-3.5 1----1"'----

1kHz

7.5<18 MAXIMUM

2804Hz 3kHz
FREQUENCY

~
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9908A
switch
setting frequency
(in dB) 300Hz 400Hz 500Hz 800Hz 1000Hz 1500Hz 1804Hz 2500Hz 2800Hz 3000Hz 3200Hz
0 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 +0.2 +0.3 +0.4 +0.5 +0.5 +0.5
1.0 -0.8 -0.7 -0.6 -0.2 0.0 +0.4 +0.6 +0.9 +1.0 +1.0 +1.0
1.5 -1.1 -0.9 -0.8 -0.2 0.0 +0.6 +0.9 +1.3 +1.4 +1.5 +1.5
2.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.5 -0.2 0.0 +0.4 +0.7 +1.5 +1.9 +2.2 +2.5
2.5 -1.1 -0.9 -0.7 -0.2 0.0 +0.6 +1.0 +2.0 +2.4 +2.7 +3.0
3.0 -1.5 -1.2 -1.0 -0.3 0.0 +0.8 +1.3 +2.4 +2.9 +3.2 +3.5
3.5 -1.8 -1.5 -1.2 -0.4 0.0 +1.0 +1.6 +2.8 +3.4 +3.7 +4.7
4.0 -1.8 -1.5 -1.1 -0.4 0.0 +1.1 +1.8 +3.4 +4.1 +4.5 +4.9
4.5 -2.2 -1.7 -1.4 -0.5 0.0 +1.3 +2.1 +3.9 +4.6 +5.1 +5.4
5.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.6 -0.6 0.0 +1.5 +2.4 +4.3 +5.1 +5.5 +5.9
5.5 -2.8 -2.3 -1.8 -0.6 0.0 +1.7 +2.7 +4.7 +5.5 +6.0 +6.5
6.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.6 -0.6 0.0 +1.5 +2.5 +5.0 +6.0 +6.7 +7.4
6.5 -2.8 -2.2 -1.8 -0.6 0.0 +1.7 +2.8 +5.4 +6.5 +7.2 +7.9
7.0 -3.2 -2.5 -2.0 -0.7 0.0 +1.9 +3.1 +5.8 +7.0 +7.7 +8.4
7.5 -3.5 -2.8 -2.3 -0.8 0.0 +2.1 +3.4 +6.3 +7.5 +8.2 +8.9

table 1. Frequency response of the 9908A Equalizer subassemblies
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transmit path cut
2.16 The transmit voice transmission path
through each module is cut (opened) during idle
circuit conditions and is not cut (except momen
tarily in response to E-Iead state changes) when the
local M lead is in the busy condition. The path is
cut during dialing in either direction and is momen
tarily cut in response to any transition of the M lead
while the E lead is in the off-hook state. These
path cuts prevent transmission of noise, transients,
speech, and other interfering signals during critical
signaling intervals.

a programmed TLP of +5, +3, aor -16 and to trans
mit SF tone at either of two levels. Specifically, SF
tone is transmitted at -2OdBmO during idle, and
at an augmented level of -8dBmO during dial puls
ing and for approximately 400ms each time tone
is applied to the facility. This momentarily increas
ed tone level aids in the detection of supervisory
state changes and incoming dial pulsing.

delay circuit and transmit pulse correction
2.14 A symmetrical delay of approximately 20
milliseconds is provided between the input M lead
and the tone transmission gate. This delay prevents
inadvertent transmission of interruption of SF tone
in response to momentary M-Iead transitions. This
delay also aids in prevention of transient interfer
ence with tone transmission.
2.15 A minimum-break pulse corrector is used
in the transmit path to ensure a 50-millisecond
minimum-break duration during dialing. This type
of pulse correction does not interfere with super
visory winks and momentary signaling state changes
and helps to ensure that recognizable pulses are
transmitted. The pulse corrector does not alter the
duration of tone intervals resulting from M-Iead
state changes longer than 50 milliseconds.

open or at ground potential and removes SF tone
when the local M lead is at negative battery poten
tial. In the inverted state, SF tone is transmitted
when the M lead is at negative battery potential
and removes SF tone when either open or ground
is applied to the M lead. (In either case, the trans
mit pulse corrector ensures that the minimum dur
ation of any outgoing tone pulse will be 50 milli
seconds.) When the 6947 or 6947A's M-Iead inver
sion capability is used, two signaling sets may be
connected back-to-back without an intermediate
signaling lead conversion unit.

signaling interface
2.09 Each module accommodates both single
lead and looped-signaling-Iead interfaces. The con
ventional single-lead (Type I) format is used in
electromechanical switching system environments,
while the newer looped format (Type II and Type
III interfaces) is used in electronic switching sys
tem environments.

incoming tone detection
2.10 The 6947 and 6947A are designed to inter
face the receive side of a transmission facility at a
programmedT LP of +7 to -17, idle SF tone is
received at a nominal level of -20dBmO. An
augmented level of -8dBmO is typically received
during break portions of dial pulses and for about
400 milliseconds at the beginning of each tone in
terval. Each module's receiver will reliably detect
SF tone levels as low as -31dBmO provided that
the SF tone energy is at least 10dB above the level
of all other signals simultaneously present at the
receive input. The SF tone detector is actually a
signal-to-guard ratio comparator that compares
energy in a narrow band of frequencies centered at
the SF tone frequency with energy in the entire
voice band. This detection arrangement aids signifi
cantly in prevention of talk-off but it places an
upper bound on allowable circuit noise. In general, 2.17 The transmit path cut is inserted within 5
received noise in excess of 58dBrnC may interfere milliseconds of an M-Iead state change. Tone trans-
with detection of low-level signaling tones. missions in response to M-Iead state changes are
2.11 Within 13 milliseconds of detection of re- delayed approximately 20 milliseconds, resulting
ceived SF tone, a band-elimination filter (BEF) is in a nominal pre-cut interval of 15 milliseconds.
inserted in the receive transmission path to prevent This ensures that any transients associated with
propagation of SF tone beyond the local SF unit. signaling state changes in the local trunk circuit
An internal timing circuit ensures that the filter will not affect signaling tone transmission. Details
remains inserted during dial pulsing and during concerning insertion and removal of the transmit
momentary losses of tone continuity. (Tables 2 path cut are provided in tables 2 and 3.
and 3 provide details concerning BEF insertion.)

FXS operation
2.12 The 6947and 6947A incorporate a precision 2.18 Both modules can accommodate conven-
pulse corrector in the SF receiver to ensure optimum tiona I loop-start and ground-start supervisory for-
pulsing toward the local switching equipment. The mats. In loop-start operation, receipt of incoming
pulse corrector corrects incoming dial pulses to SF tone activates ringing toward the station or
provide 58 ±2 percent break pulses toward the PBX trunk circuit. Loop current is supplied to the
switch for input pulsing rates between 8 and 12 station or trunk circuit through matched resistanc-
pulses per second. (See section 6 for detailed puls- es in each module's A and B leads. In ground-start
ing specifications.) The pulse correctorwill ignore in- operation, the tip-lead path is opened to ground
put tone bursts shorter than about 28 milliseconds. whenever incoming SF signaling tone is detected,
transmit-direction signaling except during ringing. Presence of SF tone at the
2.13 The 6947 and 6947A are designed to inter- 4wire receive input port indicates that the associated
face the transmit side of the transmission facility at CO circuit is idle (tip lead open), and local ringing
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SF tone transmission by the 6947 and 6947A (or
by the associated FXO signaling unit at the opposite
end of the facility), however, SF tone is transmitted
at an augmented level of -8dBmO. This momentar
ily increased tone level aids in the detection of
supervisory state changes and incoming dial pulsing.

I

I

preliminary practice section 816947/816947A

circuit condition sf tone local condition of xmt path cut local rev path BE F state

xmt ~, before change after

idle on on out none cut inserted

seizure onloff on cuI stays cut 125±50ms after seizure. not cut inserted
transition

distant end returns off onloff not cut none not cut removed 5O±5ms after cessation of
dialing delay transition tone,

distant end sends off off/on not cut none not cut inserted 13±8ms after receipt of tone
start dial transition

local end dialing off/on-on/off on not cut precut 18±5ms, remains cut as long as not cut inserted
transitions, M-Iead make/break transitions are less
ending with than 125±25ms apart; remains cut
onloff 125±50ms after last break/make
transition. transition.

distant end off on not cut none not cut inserted
answers (free call)

distant end off on/off not cut none not cut removed 50±5ms after cessation of
answers (toll calli transition tone.

talking off off not cut none not cut out of circuit

disconnect, local off/on off not cut precut 18:!:5ms, cut 625:!:125ms not cut out of circuit
end first transition after M-Iead transition from battery

to ground.

disconnect, on off/on not cut cut within 35ms cut inserted 13:!:8ms after receipt of tone
distant end transition

idle on 00 cut none Cllt inserted

table 2. SF tone state, transmit cut, and receive filter insertion conditions - local call origination

circuit condition sf tone local condition of xmt path cut local rCY path REF state

xmt ~v before change after

idle on on cuI none cuI inserted

seizure, distant on on/off cut remains cut 625± 125ms after ces- not cut removed 5Q±5ms after cessation of
.nd transition sation of sf tone sf tone

local end returns on/off off not cut cut 125±50ms after M-Iead transi- not cut out of circuit
delay dial signal transition tion from ground to battery.

local end returns off/on oft not cut precut 18±5ms, remains cut not cut out of circuit
start dial signal transitIon 625±125ms after M·lead transi-

tion from battery to ground

distant end transmits on off/on-on/ not cut cut within 35ms of receipt of first not cut inserted 13±8ms after receipt of first
dial pulses off transi- tone pulse; remains cut as long as tone pulse; remains in circuit until

tions, end· incoming break/make transitions 5O±5ms after last incoming on/off
ing with on/ are less than 625t 125ms after transition or 225±50ms, whichever
off transition last incoming on/off transition. is longer.

local end 00 oft not cut nonc not cut out of circuit
answers (free call)

local end on/off off not cut cut 125±50ms after M·lead transi· not cut out of circuit
answers (taU call) transition tion from ground to battery.
disconnect, off off/on not cut none • not cut inserted 13±8ms after receipt of
distant end transition sf tone.
talking off off not cut non< not cut out of circuit

disconnect, off/on on not cut precut 18±5ms then continuously cut inserted
local end transition cut
idle on on cut nonc cuI inserted

table 3. SF tone states, transmit cut, and receive filter insertion conditions - distant· location call Origination

is initiated by receipt of SF tone amplitude-modu
lated by the CO ringing frequency. Outgoing sei
zure is initiated in ground-start operation by appli
cation of ground to the local ring conductor.
signaling tone states
2.19 Signaling tone states for each module are
consistent with the conventional F-signaling formats supervisory limits and build-out resistors
of FXS and OPX service. These states are listed in 2.21 Both modules incorporate internal build-
tables 4 and 5 for loop-start and ground-start oper- out resistors (BOR's) in the loop current supply
ation, respectively. circuit to limit current on short loops. The BOR's
signaling tone levels should be optioned for 600BF (600 ohms) when
2.20 Normal idle SF tone level is -20dBmO in the battery supply resistance is less than 500 ohms,
both directions of transmission. Each module inter- and for 400BF (400 ohms) when the battery sup-
faces the 4wire transmission facility at -16 trans- ply resistance is 500 ohms or greater (including the
mit and +7 receive TLP's; thus, the nominal re- station or PBX trunk resistance). With the BOR's
ceived SF tone level is -20dBmO at the 4wire re- optioned for 400BF the 6947 and 6947A will ac-
ceive input port, and the transmitted SF tone level curately sense loop conditions for loop resistances
is -20dBmO. For the first 400 milliseconds of any up to 3000 ohms.
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local loop SF tone
condition receive transmit
idle oft on
ringing on on
off-hook off off
dialing off off-an-off

table 4_ Signalmg states - loop start (FXS)

local loop SF tone
condition receive transmit
idle on on
seizure from CO off on
ringing off-on-off on
off-hook off olt
CO release on off unti I detection

of received SF
then on

local seizure on off
CO seizure ac-
knowledQement off off
dialing off off-on-off
local station dis-
connect first off on
CO disconn. first on off
idle on on

table 5. Signaling states - ground start (FXS)

Note: Although the 6947 and 6947A will operate
with external loop resistance up to 3000 ohms,
loop resistances exceeding 2000 ohms will result in
loop current less than 20mA.
2.22 In ground-start operation, the 6947 and
6947A sense applications of ground to the ring
conductor to initiate seizure toward the distant
terminal. The ring ground sensor in both modules
will sense application of this ground through exter
nal resistances of up to 2000 ohms on the ring
conductor.
ring trip and ring-trip range
2.23 The 6947 and 6947A provide for removal
of local ringing when the station or PBX trunk re
sponds to incoming seizure. For proper operation
of this circuit, the external ringing source must be
referenced to a potential of -48 ±6Vdc. Each mod
ule will reliably detect ring trip through 3000 ohms
of external loop resistance and will tolerate an
equivalent line capacitance of 41lF and a resistance
of 5.1 kilohms bridged across the ringing path with
out pretripping. Each module will also tolerate a
loop leakage resistance of 30 kilohms without false
ly indicating off-hook or ring trip. An internal in
hibit circuit prevents operation of the ring-up cir
cuit when the local station or PBX trunk is
off-hook.
delay circuit and transmit pulse correction
2.24 The 6947 and 6947A incorporate a sym
metrical delay circuit in the loop current sensor
that delays detection of on-hook-to-off-hook and
off-hook-to-on-hook transitions by about 30
milliseconds to prevent false detection of short
transients typically associated with station loops. A
minimum-break pulse corrector ensures that the
break portion of any transmitted dial pulse will be

no shorter than 50 milliseconds, regardless of input
break or pulsing rate. The minimum-break pulse
corrector has no effect on pulsing breaks longer
than 50 milliseconds.
transmit path cut
2.25 To prevent speech and transient energy
from interfering with detection of SF signaling tone
at the distant end of the circuit, the voice path
through the transmit portion of each module is cut
(opened) during dialing and whenever SF tone is
transmitted. The path cut is inserted within a few
milliseconds of interruption of local loop current
and is removed about 125 milliseconds after SF sig
naling tone is removed. The transmit path is
always cut about 15 milliseconds before any trans
mission of SF signaling tone.

traffic-monitoring provision and E&M capability
2.26 The module's traffic-monitoring lead (pin
17), which functions much like a local sleeve lead,
provides ground output when the local station is
off-hook and is open when the ci rcu it is idle.
In addition, an M-Iead override is provided which
overrides the loop-signaling detector. The 6947
and 6947A will transmit SF tone when the local
loop is idle and when the M lead is either open or
at ground potential. SF tone will be removed when
the local loop is busy or when the M lead is at
battery potential.
FXO operation
2.27 Both modules are optioned for FXO oper
ation, they can accommodate a conventional loop
start supervisory format. When the distant (station)
end is idle (on-hook), the associated foreign-ex
change station-end (FXS) signaling unit transmits
SF tone. Receipt of this tone by each module holds
the 4wire loop open toward the local switch ing
equipment. When the office end is idle, the mod
ules do not transmit SF tone. On calls from the
office end to the station end, receipt of ringing
voltage from the local switching equipment causes
each module to transmit SF tone. Receipt of this
tone by the FXS signaling unit initiates ringing
toward the station or PBX trunk circuit. On calls
from the station end to the office end, a station
end off-hook condition causes the FXS unit to
cease SF tone transmission. Each module, upon
this loss of incoming tone, closes the loop toward
the local switching equipment. Incoming SF tone
pulses indicate dialing.

2.28 In ground-start operation, just as in loop
start, the 6947 and 6947A accommodate a conven
tional supervisory format. When the station end is
idle, the associated FXS signaling unit transmits SF
tone. Receipt of this tone by the 6947 and 6947A
holds the 4wire loop open toward the local switch
ing equipment. Similarly, when the office end is
idle, the 6947 and 6947A transmit low-level SF
tone. Receipt of this tone by the distant FXS sig
naling unit holds the tip lead open toward the PBX
trunk circuit. On calls from the office end to the
station end, the local switching equipment grounds

I

I

I
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the tip lead, causing the 6947 and 6947A to re
move outgoing SF tone. Subsequent receipt of ring
ing voltage from the local switching equipment
causes each module to transmit high-level SF tone,
amplitude-modulated at 20Hz. Receipt of this tone
by the FXS signaling unit causes the unit to close
the tip lead and apply ringing toward the PBX
trunk circuit. When the PBX answers, the FXS unit
ceases SF tone transm ission. Upon th is loss of in
coming tone, the modules close the 4wire loop to
trip ringing and establish the connection. On calls
from the station end to the office end, the distant
PBX grounds the ring side of the line, cutting off
the SF tone being received. This removal of SF
tone grounds the ring side of the 4wire path
toward the local switching equipment. The switch
ing equipment returns ground on the tip side, and
the modules cease SF tone transmission. This loss
of SF tone at the station end closes the tip side
toward the PBX, completing the loop. Dialing can
commence at this time.

signaling tone states
2.29 Signaling tones states for both modules are
consistent with conventional F-signaling formats
for FX and OPX service. These states are listed in
tables 6 and 7 for loop-start and ground-start op
eration, respectively.
signaling tone levels
2.30 Normal idle SF tone level is -20dBmO in
both directions of transmission. The 6947 and
6947A interface the 4wire transmission facility at
-16 transmit and +7 receive TLP's; thus, the nomi
nal received SF tone level is -20dBmO at the 4wire
receive input port and the transmitted tone level is
-20dBmO. For the first 400 milliseconds of any SF
tone transmission by the 6947 and 6947A (or by
the associated FXS signaling set at the opposite
end of the facility), however, SF tone is transmitted
at an augmented level of -8dBmO. This momentar
ily increased tone level aids in detection of supervi
sory or signaling state changes. During ringing in
the ground-start mode, the modules transmit high
level SF tone modulated by an internal 20Hz
source.

loop current and supervisory range
2.31 When the distant station is off-hook, the
6947 and 6947A provides a path for loop current
flow via the A and B leads simplex-connected to
the local transmit and receive pairs. Current limit
ing is provided by an integral bidirectional current
limiter whose resistance at 23mA is approximately
200 ohms. Limiter resistance increases as current
through it increases so that the maximum loop cur
rent under 0 ohm loop conditions is approximately
70mA. During incoming seizure in the ground-start
mode, each module applies ground to the local B
lead through the current limiter. Supervisory limits
in applications involving the 6947 and 6947A are
dep~ndent upon sensitivity of the local switching
equipment, and range calculations should take into
account the nominal 20o-ohm resistance of the
current limiter.
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SF tone
loop condition receive transmit
idle on off
rin(]inn on on
off-hook off off
dialing off-on-off off

table 6. S,gnaling states, loop start

SF tone
loop condition receive transmit
idle on on
incoming seizure (ground applied
to ring lead at station) off on
seizure acknowledgement (switch
grounds local tip lead) off off
dialing off-on-off off
busy off off
station on-hook on off
CO release on on
outgoing seizure (switch
grounds local tip lead) on off
ringing on on-off-

on at
20Hz rate

station answer off off
CO release (forward disconnect) off until on

FXS sig-
naling unit
opens tip
lead. then
on

idle on on
table 7. Signaling states, ground start

receive pulse correction
2.32 The 6947 and 6947A incorporate a precision
pulse corrector in the SF receiver to ensure optimum
pulsing toward the local switching equipment. The
pulse corrector corrects incoming dial pulses to
provide 58 ±2 percent break pulses toward the
switch for input pulsing rates between 8 and 12
pulses per second. (See section 6 for detailed puls
ing specifications.) The pulse corrector will ignore in
put tone bursts shorter than about 28 milliseconds.

transmit path cut
2.33 To prevent speech and transient energy
from i~terfering with transmission of signaling tone,
the vOice path through the transmit portion of each
module is cut (opened) whenever SF tone is trans
mitted. The path cut is inserted within a few milli
seconds of detection of the idle state (ground-start
mode only) or of ringing, and is removed approxi
mately 200 milliseconds after outgoing signaling
tone is removed.
tone source
2.34 The 6947 and 6947A are equipped with an
integral SF tone oscillator and therefore do not
require an associated master SF tone supply. If
operation from a master SF tone supply is desired,
however, provision is made (via a slide switch) for
connection of the external SF tone source, rather
than the internally generated signal, to the tone



control circuitry. The external signal should be 0.5
±0.1 Vrms, 2600 ±2Hz, unbalanced. Input to each
module is capacitively coupled and presents a load
impedance of approximately 75 kilohms to the
tone source.

power and ringing
2.35 The 6947 and 6947A modules operate on
filtered input potentials between -42 and -56Vdc,
ground referenced. The positive side of the dc
power supply must be connected to earth ground.
Ground-start operation of the 6947 and 6947A re
quires a low-resistance ground that is common with
the ground of the local switching equipment power
supply.

2.36 The ringing detector in each module senses
input ringing between the A and B leads, which
means that both superimposed and grounded ring
ing schemes can be accommodated. Local ringing
may be applied between either the A or B lead and
ground or across tip and ring. The 6947 and 6947A
sense any ringing frequency between 18 and 33Hz,
with a sensing threshold of about 60Vrms.

carrier group alarm
2.37 Carrier group alarm (CGA) input leads on
each module allow the module to be forcibly re
moved from service when the associated carrier
system malfunctions so that seizure of a disabled
circuit is prevented. These CGA leads, designated
ALM (alarm master) and ALO (alarm override), are
compatible with most CGA formats. With the ap
propriate CGA option switches, forced release of
any call in progress can be effected by application
of an external ground (from the CGA unit, e.g.,
Tellabs' 6858 CGA Module), to either the ALM or
ALa lead. This ground causes the module's A and
B leads to be opened, preventing both incoming
and outgoing seizure and effectively removing the
module from service until the carrier system is
repaired.

2.38 To provide for forced release, only the ALM
or ALa lead (not both) need be enabled. Enabling
the ALa lead provides the capability of restoring
to service the 6947 or 6947A that was previously
forced to the idle state during a failure of the asso
ciated carrier system. The A La lead is normally
wired to a local override control (usually located
on the CGA unit) that may be activated during a
carrier failure to override the 6947 or 6947A's
forced-idle state. The module can then be patched
to an alternate carrier system for the duration of
the failure. If this capability is not desired, the
ALM lead should be enabled instead. External
connections for both leads may be made in pre
wired shelf installations, and the desired lead en
abled via the appropriate switch option when the
module is installed.

3. installation
inspection
3.01 The 6947 and 6947A Universal SF Signaling
Set modules with Gain should be visually inspected

upon arrival to find possible damage incurred dur
ing shipment. If damage is noted, a claim should
immediately be filed with the carrier. If stored, the
module should be visually inspected again prior to
installation.

mounting
3.02 Each module mounts in one position of a
Tellabs Type 16 Mounting Shelf, or in one position
of the Tellabs 267S SF Signaling and Terminating
Assembly. Before inserting a module into position,
verify that all options are properly set, connector
wiring is correct, and power and ringing generator
connections are properly fused and protected.
Each module plugs into a 56-pin connector at the
rear of the Shelf.

3.03 External connections to the 6947 or6947A
are listed in table 8. Those connections not marked
by an asterisk are mandatory for normal operation
of the module; those marked by one asterisk (*)
are optional; those marked by two asterisks (**)
are not applicable to the 6947 or 6947A but are
required as part of the universal wiring scheme for
all 6900 and 4900-family modules. A Type 16 (or

connect: to pin:
4W ReV IN T (4wire receive input tip) 55
4W ReV IN R (4wire receive input ring) . _ 53
4W RCV OUT T (4wire receive output tip) 51
4W RCV OUT R (4wire receive output ring) 49
4WXMTINT 7
4WXMTINR 5
4W XMT OUT T (4wire transmit output tip) 3
4W XMT OUT R (4wire transmit output ring). 1
FACILITY RECEIVE SIMPLEX LEAD 41
FACILITY TRANSMIT SIMPLEX LEAD 9
TERMINAL RECEIVE SIMPLEX LEADS 36.33
TERMINAL TRANSMIT SIMPLEX LEADS 40,35
-BATT (-48Vdc input) 15
GND (ground) 25 and 26
*ALM (CGA alarm master) 47
ALa (CGA alarm override) 45
N (N lead) 30
EorS 21
M (M lead) " .19
EXT. OSC. (external SF oscillator) 11
ALB (CGA alarm battery) 43
BY1 (make-busy ground output/contact closure) 39
BY2 (make-busy contact closure) 37
A lead 40
B lead 36
M-Busy (transmit sleeve lead) . . . . . . . . . .. . 17
E-Busy (receive sleeve lead) 13
A1 (SF A lead) 38
B1 (SF B lead) 34
MB lead for looped M-Iead operation 32
RING GENERATOR 23
*EA (E lead contact) 28
**0 lead 31
if*F lead 29
*ifGlead 27

*Optional
**Not applicable to 6947 and 6947A but required as
part of universal wiring scheme for all 6900/4900
modules.

table 8. External connections to the 6947/6947A

[
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E&M options
3.05 In the 6947 and 6947A modules' SF signal
section, switch 51-3 selects normal or inverted M
lead operation. Set 51-3 to the M NORM position
for normal M-Iead operation or to the M INVERT
position when inverted M-Iead operation is desired.
Switch 56 conditions the module for use with its
integral SF tone oscillator or with an external mas
ter SF tone source. Set 56 to the INT position if
the module's integral SF oscillator is to be used or
to the EXT position if an external SF tone source
is to be used.
CGA (E&M)
3.06 Carrier group alarm (CGA) switch options
on the 6947 and 6947A are used to forcibly remove
the module from service when the associated carrier
system malfunctions so that seizure of a disabled
circuit is prevented. The various eGA functions are
selected by means of DIP switches 51 and 53 as
described below.

equivalent) Shelf wired in accordance with all con
nections listed in table 8 will accept any 6900 or
4900 module on an interchangeable basis. If an in
stallation is dedicated for use only with the 6947
or 6947A module and no flexibility or interchange
ability requirements are expected, wiring time may
be saved by making only the mandatory connec
tions (i.e., those without asterisks) listed in table 8.
Be aware that, while lead nomenclature may vary
from one module to the next in the 6900 and 4900
families, basic function (and wiring) remain
universal.
option selection
3.04 All option selections on the 6947 and 6947A
modules are made via slide switches or DIP switches
located as shown in figure 3. Table 9 lists all op
tions and indicates the option choices, which are
further explained in paragraphs 3.05 through 3.11.

Note: In order to install the two 9908A subassem
blies, two straps (one for the transmit and one for
the receive channel) must be removed. These straps
are located over the standoff posts used to secure
the subassemblies to the printed circuit board.

3.07 The forced-release function may be provid
ed over either the ALM (alarm master) lead (pin 47)
or the ALO (alarm override) lead (pin 45) as de
sired. This function is effected by an externally de
rived (from the CGA unit) ground signal applied to
the selected lead. To enable the forced-release func
tion, two option switches must be set. If the ALM
lead is to be used, set switch 53-2 (ALM) to the
ON (closed) position and 53-1 (ALa) to the OFF
(open) position. If the ALa lead is to be used, set
switch 53-1 (ALa) to ON and 53-2 (ALM) to OFF.
Setting both of these switches to the OFF (open)
position disables the forced-release function.

3.08 The forced-busy function, which is often
used following a forced release, is effected by ex
ternally derived (from the CGA unit) -48Vdc po
tential applied to the ALB (alarm battery) lead
(pin 43). To enable the forced-busy function, set
switch 53-5 (AL8) to the ON (closed) position.
Setting 53-5 to OFF (open) disables the forced
busy function.
3.09 When optioned for the forced-idle or forced
busy function the 6947 and 6947A may also be
optioned to provide an external busy indication
(e.g., an all-trunks-busy indication) to a local trunk
scanner or register via the BY1 and BY2 leads (pins
39 and 37, respectively). This busy indication may
be in the form of either a contact closure between
the BY1 and BY2 leads or a ground output On the
BY1 lead. Also, this busy indication may be pro
vided upon receipt of either the first (A LM or
ALa lead) or second (ALB lead) carrier-failure
alarm indication. If a contact closure is desired, set
switch 53-3 (852) to the ON (closed) position and
53-4 (851) to the OFF (open) position. If a ground
output is desired, set 53-3 (852) to OFF and 53-4
(851) to ON. If the chosen busy indication is to be
provided upon receipt of the first alarm input, set
switch 51-1 (85Y) to the ON (closed) position. If
this busy indication is to be provided upon receipt
of the second alarm input, set 51-1 (85Y) to OFF
(open) position.

FXS and FXO options
CGA
3.10 Carrier group alarm (eGA) switch options
(ALM and ALa) on the 6947 and 6947A are used
to forcibly remove the module from service (i.e.,
the A and B loop is forced open) when the associ
ated carrier system malfunctions so the seizure of a
disabled circuit is prevented (refer to paragraphs
3.06 through 3.09).

alignment
3.11 Alignment of the 6947 or 6947A consists
of adjusting the transmit attenuation, receive gain,
levels, and equalization to accommodate the desired
facility and terminal levels. Before alignment, verify
proper options and impedances.

3.12 Access to the appropriate ports of the
6947 and 6947A is conveniently provided by
means of a Tellabs 9807 Card Extender or a pre-

figure 3. 6947/6947A and 9908A
option switch locations
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selection switch option function

eGA options 51-1 BU5Y ON, BU5Y OFF selects time at which external busy
indication is provided either upon
receipt of first (ALM or ALO lead)
carrier-failure alarm input (BUSY
ON) or upon receipt of second
(ALB lead) carrier-failure alarm
input (BU5Y OFF)_

supervision 51-2 LOOP5TART, selects supervisory mode: LOOP
GROUND 5TART 5TART or GROUND 5TART

SF signaling 51-3 M INVERT, M NORM selects normal (M NORM) or in-
M lead verted (M INVERT) M-Iead operation

RCVout 52 +7, +2, 0, -2TLP selects 4wire output T LP
level control

eGA options 53-1 (ALO) ON (closed) or when ON, enables forced-release
OFF (open) function via ALO lead (53-2 OFF)

53-2 (ALM) ON (closed) or when ON, enables forced-release
OFF (open) function via ALM lead (53-1 OFF)

53-3 (BY2) ON (closed) or used in combination to select
and 53-4 OFF (open) either contact closure (53-3 ON,
(BY1) 53-4 OFF) or ground output (53-3

OFF, 534 ON)

53-5 (ALB) ON (closed) or when ON, enables forced-busy
OFF (open) function via ALB lead

signaling 54 FX5, E&M/FXO options BOR's into (FXS), or out
interface of (E&M/FXO) loop current supply
(terminal) circuit

55 400BF,600BF selects either 400 ohms (400BF) or
600 ohms (600BF) of battery feed
resistance

SF oscillator 56 INT 05C, EXT 05C includes (INT 05C) or excludes
(EXT 05C) integral 5F oscillator
from circuit

transmit 57 +5, +3, 0, -l6TLP selects transmit channels' output
level-control TLP
(facility)

signaling 510 FXO, FX5, or selects 6927A's operating mode
mode (front panel) E&M
selection

transmit 511-1,511-2 511-1 511-2 selects transmit channel facility-
channel ON ON 150 side impedance of 150. ohms (non-
facility ON OFF 600 loaded cable I, or 1200 ohms (Ioad-
impedance OFF OFF 1200 ed cable)

receive 511-3,511-4 511-3 511-4 selects receive channel facility-side
channel ON ON 150 impedance of 150 ohms (non loaded
facility ON OFF 600 cable), 600 ohms (nonloaded cable),
impedance OFF OFF 1200 or 1200 ohms (loaded cable)

9908A equalizer 51 on 9908A 0,5,1,2, and 4dB selects up to 7.5dB (in 0.5dB incre-
subassembly subassembly (additive) ments) of equalization at 2804Hz
(optional xmt (re 1000Hz)
and rcv)

table 9. Switch options
page 10
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on the 6947) to derive the transmit channel's inter
nal level of -16TLP; and adjustment of the 9908A
Active Slope Equalizer Subassembly (if used) to
provide the required amount of equalization. Align
the transmit channel as indicated below (jack desig
nations are those on the 9807):

A. Before alignment of the transmit channel,
the transmit speech path cut must be removed.
This can be done either by seizing the circuit
from the local trunk, by temporarily placing
battery on the SF unit's M lead via the E and
M facility (line) jack (ring contact) on the
9807 Card Extender, or by removing incoming
SF tone. As an alternative, the transmit path
cut may be removed by setting switch 51-3 to
the INV position with the local M lead at
ground potential.
B. Determine the specified transmit channel
output T LP and set level-control switch 57 to
the -16, 0, 3 or 5 position.
C. Condition the TMS for the output level and
impedance specified on the CLR for the 4wire
transmit terminal interface, set the frequency
for 1000Hz, and insert the signal at the 4W xmt
drop or 2W mon jack.

D. Condition the TMS for600-ohm terminated
measurement and measu re the signal level at
the xmt SF out test jack. If the module is a
6947A, set the proper combination of front
panel xmt loss switches to the IN position un
til the output level corresponds to the level
selected by level-control switch 57. If the mod
ule is a 6947, adjust the front-panel xmt loss
potentiometer until the output level corres
ponds to the level selected by the level-control
switch 57.
Note: If your specified transmit channel out
put TLP is slightly different from those levels
provided by level-control switch S7, potentio
meter R189 may be adjusted to provide this
output level. However, S7 must be set to the 5
position in order for R189 to be inserted into
the circuit.
E. Reset switch 511 for the specified facility
side transmit impedance.
F. Equalization: Refer to the CLR card for
the specified transmit channel output level
(facility side) at 2804Hz. Referring to table 9,
set to IN the proper combination of switches
on four-position switch 51 (located on the
transmit channel's 9908A subassembly) that
adds up to the desired equalization at 2804Hz
(re 1000Hz).

I
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wired jackfield. Using a properly terminated trans
mission measuring set (TMSl, align the 6947 or
6947A as directed below.
Note: Transmit-channel attenuation and receive
channel gain on the 6947 are adjusted via front
panel potentiometers, while transmit-channel atten
uation and receive-channel gain on the 6947A are
adjusted via precision DIP switches. Use only those
jacks on the 9807 specified in the alignment pro
cedure: other jacks may not access the module's
circuitry.

receive channel
3.13 Alignment of the receive channel consists
of the following: setting of the level-control switch
es to provide the specified 4wire output level; ad
justment of the front-panel rcv gain control (DIP)
switches on the 6947A and a potentiometer on the
6947 to derive the receive channel's internal level
of +7T LP; and adjustment of the 9908A Active
Slope Equalizer Subassembly (if used) to provide
the required amount of equalization. Align the
receive channel as indicated below (jack designa
tions are those on the 9807):

A. Connect a properly bridged TMS (receive)
to the rcv mon jack. Request the distant facili
ty-side location to send 1000Hz and 2804Hz
tone at a OdBmO level. Measure and record
each level.
B. Determine the specified receive channel
output T LP and set level-control switch 52 to
the +7, +2, 0, or -2 position. Disconnect the
TMS (receive) from the rcv mon jack and con
nect it to the 4W rcv drop or bal net out jack.
C. Request the distant facility-side location to
again send 1000Hz tone at OdBmO. If the mod
ule is a 6947A, set the proper combination of
front-panel rcv gain switches to the IN position
until the output level corresponds to the level
selected by level-control switch 52. If the mod
ule is a 6947, adjust the front-panel rcv gain
potentiometer until the output level corres
ponds to the level selected by the level-control
switch 52.
Note: If your specified receive channel output
TLP is slightly different from those levels pro
vided by level-control switch S2, potentiometer
R63 may be adjusted to provide this output
level.
D. Equalization: Determine the difference be
tween the 1000Hz and 2804Hz tone levels
measured in step A. Referring to figure 3 and
table 9, set to IN the proper combination of
switches on four-position DIP switch 51 (lo
cated on the receive channel's 9908A subassem
bly) that adds up to this difference (or to the
level specified in the CLR). 4. circuit description

4.01 To provide the clearest possible understand-
transmit channel ing of the operation of the 6947 and 6947A Uni-
3.14 Alignment of the transmit channel consists versal SF Signaling modules with Gain, sequence
of the foll?wing: setti~Q of the lev~l-controlswitch- c.harts (figures 4 through 8) that illustrate sequen-
es to pr<;>vlde the specified transmit channel output tlal operation of the module on incoming and out-
level; adjustment of the front-panel xmt attenuators going calls are presented in lieu of a more conven-
(DIP switches on the 6947A and a potentiometej;age 11 tional circuit description. Horizontal paths identify



events occurring simultaneously. and vertical paths
denote sequential events. Dotted lines indicate
elapsed time. These charts may be used to deter
mine whether a module is performing normally by

observing the module's response and comparing it
to that shown in the chart. Reference to the 6947
and 6947A functional block diagram (section 5)
may aid in understanding the sequence charts.

INCOMING CALL

IDLE

~
RECEIVE

SF TONE ON

I STATION
I SEIZURE AT
~ DISTANT END

REMOVE ~Om~ ____ REMOVE BAND-
ELIMINATiON

RECEIVE SF FILTER

lOOP START GROUND START

~
LOOP OPERATE GS

CLOSURE - RECEIVE BUSY RELAY TO
lOPERATE A LAMP ON GROUND RING

RELAY) CONDUCTOR

I I~IJJ~E! r----------,
~ ~ DIAL BREAK

It SWITCH GROUNDS
TIP CONDUCTOR

RECEIVE XMT BUSY REMOVE- OUTGOING

" LAMPON SF TONE

~
OPERATE A

RELAY (LOOP
SEIZURE)

I ~
I
I RELEASE GS

RELAY TO
I REMOVE RING
I GROUND
,

,
IIL __________________ J

• ,
INSERT BAND· CHECK !OdB

f- - INHIBIT SF TONE
ELIMINATiON SIGNAL-TO· DETECTION

FILTER GUARD RATIO

i,1Od8

RELEASE
A RELAY TO f----- RECEIVE BUSY

OPEN SWITCHING LAMP OFF
LOOP

• DIAL MAKE

"REMOVED

REPEAT FOR EACH DIAL PULSE I
•.tALL COMPLETION

SEE OUTGOING CALL SEOUENCE
CHART (FIGURE 5) FOR CALL
RELEASE SEQUENCE

figure 4. Function sequence chart, incoming call, FXO mode
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OUTGOING CALL

GROUND START LOOP START

jm
1

IDLE

SF TRANSMIT -. TRANSMIT
TONE ON BUSY LAMP SF XMT0" f---- XMT BUSY

TONE OFF LAMP ON

I SWITCHi~ROUNDS ISWITCH
TIP LEAD IRINGING

VOLrAGE

........ REMOVE ..... REMOVE
~ APPLIED

TRANSMIT XM,
SF TONE PATH CUT

SEND HI~LEVEL

r-
INSERT

SF TONE XM,

ISWITCH
PATH CUT

iRlr~GING L..J TRANSMIT
VOLTAGE BUSY LAMP

.400rmiAPPLIED 0'
4 XMT BUSY

SEND SF TONE INSERT SEND LDW- LAMP OFf

MODULATED AT ~ XM, lEVEL SF

20Hz PATH CUT TONE

I I SWITCH
I SWITCH

REPEAT I SILENT Y I SILENT

FOR EACH \ RINGING MODULATE I RINGING

RINGING ~ INTERVAL BUSY LAMP • INTERVALCVAL REPEAT
FOR lOOms

REMOVE -4 ETRANSMIT ~~~~INGL-
REMOVE - REMOVE

TRANSMIT SF BUSY LAMP XMT SF TONE XM,

0' INTERVAL
PATH CUT

! GROUND START r':'~~~~':T__________-,l---------------------l
! i -- XMT BUSY

LAMP ON

DISTANT
lSTATlON) END
ANSWERS CALL

j
SOm. RECEIVE

t
SF TONE

REMOVEO

REMOVE RCV jBAND-
ELIMINATION

FILTER

LOOP
RECEIVESWITCHING I------SEIZURE BUSY LAMP

0'
,

INCOMING CALL
i,-------------""" ,,
,
,

" ,,, ,
CALL

GROUND START '311: COMPLETION
STATION

SWITCH
, FORWARD RELEASE t

OPENS
, DISCONNECT

TIP LEAD. ,--- RECEIVE
SF TONE

SEND HI- .-- INSERT
LEVEL SF XM,

TONE PATH CUT

1

400mS

+ 4 TRANSMIT
BUSY LAMP

SEND LOW-
OFF CHECK

(
INHIBIT

LEVEL SF SIGNAL-TO- l1Cld~ SF TONE
TONE GUARD RATIO DETECTION

l STATION )

CIRCUIT OPENS lOd'
TIP CONDUCTOR

INSERT OPEN RECEIVE
Rev BAND- - SWITCHING - BUSY LAMP

ELIM.
FILTER

LOOP OFF

t
IDLE

figure 5. Function sequence chart, outgoing call, FXO mode
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INSERT
XMT CUT

TRANSMIT BUSV
LAMP ON

INCOMING SF
TONE REMOVED

GROUND START

_~O_R~.!'-F!P_D~SS.QN!'I~c:.-T__J CALL IN PROGRESS

I

REPEAT FOR
EACH PULSE
IN EACH DIGIT

~----~~C-~-------~

I
OUTGOING CALL

_____ ~~O!,_~~~ ~_

: CALL IN PROGRESS

I

REPEAT FOR
EACH PULSE
IN EACH DIGIT

figure 6. Function sequence chart, outgoing call, FXS mode
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Rev MODULATED
SF TONE

REPEAT FOR
EACH RINGING
CYCLE

~""LOOP START OROUNDSTART
----------------- -- - ---------- ---------

REPEAT FOR
EACH RINGING
CYCLE

I

I

figure 7. Function sequence chart, incoming call, FXS mode
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INCOMING CALL OUTGOING CALL

I
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I[
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,
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,
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,
,
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,
I (..... '""Uv"'"
I

,"""=="-- --L
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figure8. Function sequence chart, incoming and outgoing call, E&M mode
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envelope delay
less than 150/1s, 400 to 4000Hz

longitudinal balance
greater than 60dB at SF receive and transmit ports,
400 to 4000Hz

in ternal oscillator stability
2600 ±2Hz for life of unit

noise
20dBrnC maximum at +7, -16TLP

nonlinear distortion
less than 1% THD at OdBm

overload (xmt and rev)
overload point +5dBm

external oscillator (optional)
frequency: 2600 ±2Hz
level: 0.5Vrms
load impedance: 75 kilohms minimum, unbalanced

simplex current
100ma maximum; 3ma maximum unbalanced

power requirements (excluding loop current)
input voltage: -42 to -56Vdc
input current: idle SOmA, busy 120mA

operating environment
20' to 130'F (_7' to +54'C), humidity to 95%
(no condensation)

dimensions
6.71 inches 117.04cml high
1.42 inches 13.61cml wide
12.94 inches 132.87cml deep

mounting
one position of Tellabs Type 16 Mounting Shelf; or one
position of the 267S Mounting Assembly

I E&M operation I
SF tone states
idle: tone transmitted
busy: no tone
dialing tone transmitted during breaks of dial pulses

pulsing characteristics
input breaks shorter than 19ms will not cause transmission
of SF tone.
input breaks between 22 and 50ms will be transmitted as
50 ±2ms tone bursts.
input breaks longer than 50ms will be transmitted as tone
bursts with a duration equal to that of the input break
±2ms.

M-Iead signaling states, normal mode
idle: ground or open
busy: -7 to -56Vdc

M-Iead signaling states, inverted mode
idle: -7 to -56Vdc
busy: ground or open

M-Iead input impedance
36 kilohm resistance to ground, diode protected

M-Iead delay
lS ±5ms delay between M-Iead state change and SF tone
state change

transmit path cut
transmit speech path is cut 13 ±5ms before any transmis
sion of SF tone. For further details concerning the inser·
tion and removal of transmit path cut, see table 2 and 3.

1200 ohms
;;. 20dB

600 ohms
;;. 20dB

facility impedance (xmt and rev)
150,600. or 1200 ohms (switchablel, balanced. 400 to
4000Hz

facility return loss
impedance 150 ohms
ERL ;;. 20dB

transhybrid loss
44dB minimum ERL, with matched terminations

frequency response
±1.0dB re 1000Hz level in both channels with receive BEF
removed, 400 to 4000Hz

transmit attenuation (6947)
oto 24dB, continuously adjustable

transmit attenuation 16947A)
oto 24dB, in O.ldS increments

accuracy
±0.05dB for 0.1, 0.2. 0.4, and 0.8dB steps
±0.1 dB for 1.5, 3, 6. and 12dB steps

receive gain (6947)
oto 24dB. continuously adjustable

receive gain 16927A)
oto 24dB, in O.ldB increments

accuracy
±0.05dB for 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8dB steps
±O.ldB for 1.5. 3, 6 and 12dB steps

receive alignment levels
+7, +2, 0, -2TLP, switchable

insertion loss
o±1.0dB re 1000Hz level, 400 to 4000Hz

SF tone level - idle
-20 ±ldBmO

SF tone level - augmen ted level
-8 ±2dBmO

augmented level timing
high-level tone is transmitted for 400 ±10ms following each
off-hook-to-on-hook transition of the M lead

SF tone detection threshold
-26.5 ±2.5dBm

SF tone rejection
50dB minimum, 2590 to 2610Hz

signaling bandwidths
high guard state, 75Hz nominal

signal-to-guard ratio for signal detection
8to 12dB

6. specifications
I common specifications I
terminal impedance
balanced 600 ~

terminal return loss
ERL;;' 20dB

maximum line noise
58dBrnC

band elimination filter
insertion delay: 13 ±7ms
removal time: either 225 ±15ms or received tone duration
+53 ±5ms, whichever is larger

guard circuit transition timing
high-to-Iow, 225 ±15ms; low-to-high, 50 ±10ms
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output break ratio
58 ±Z'1o
58 ±Z'1o
58±2%

!I

dial pulse characteristics - SF to E lead input tone bursts
shorter than 31ms are ignored
pulse rate input break ratio
8pps 30 to 80%
10pps 36 to 79%
12pps 45 to 76%

interdigit timing
185ms. minimum

E-Iead contact rating
maximum current: 1 ampere
maximum voltage: 200Vdc
contact protection: external transient limiting required
with inductive loads
contact resistance: 20 milliohms maximum

seizure delay - removal of SF to E-Iead ground
90 ±10ms

release delay - application of SF to E-Iead open
40 ±10ms

I FXO operation I
SF tone states
loop start: idle - no tone

busy - no tone
ringing - tone transmitted

ground start: idle - continuous tone transmitted
tip lead ground - no tone
ringing - modulated tone

SF tone levels
high level: -8 ±2dBmO
low level: -20 ±1dBmO

transmit path cut
cut removal delay: 225 ±lOOms after removal of outgoing
SF tone

modulation - ground start
20Hz ±1 Hz during ringing

forward disconnect delay - ground start
removal of tip ground to tone on: 320ms

dial pulse characteristics - SF to loop
(input pulses shorter than 31ms ignored)
pulse rate input break ratio output break

8pps 30 to 80% 58 ±Z'/o
10pps 35 to 79% 58 ±Z'1o
12pps 45 to 76% 58 ±Z'/o

interdigit timing
185ms, minimum

loop current limiting
less than 70mA, 200 ohms at 23mA

ring ground delay (ground start)
70 ±10ms nominal after loss of incoming SF tone

ringing voltage detection threshold
60Vac rms minimum, 17 to 33Hz

I FXS operation I
SF tone states
idle: tone transmitted
busy: no tone
dialing: tone transmitted during breaks of dial pulses

preliminary practice section 816947/816947A

pulsing characteristics
input breaks shorter than 31ms will not cause transmission
of SF tone.
input breaks between 34 and 50ms will be transmitted as
50 ±2ms tone bursts.
input breaks between 50 and 70ms will be transmitted as tone
bursts with a duration equal to that of the input break ±2ms.

transmit path cut
transmit speech path is cut 10 ±5ms before transmission of
SF tone. The path cut is removed 540 ±10ms after detec
tion of an off-hook condition.

seizure delay
loop-start mode: 225 ± 55ms
ground-start mode: 100 ± 25ms

traffic monitor lead
idle condition: open circuit (diode clamped to input
negative potential)
busy condition: ground (100mA maximum source capacity)

external ringing supply frequency
17 to 67Hz

external ring generator bias
-48 ±6Vdc

external ring generator output level
120Vac maximum

7. testing and troubleshooting
7.01 Because of the relative complexity of the
6947 and 6947A Universal SF Signaling Sets with
Gain, it is recommended that, in the event of prob
lems in the operation of either module, the function
sequence charts (figures 4 through 8) be followed
in an attempt to localize the problem. If any step
in the functional sequence of events does not coin
cide with that shown in the charts, verify the faci lity
and power connections and levels, level alignment,
and proper option conditioning. If a module is sus
pected of being defective, a new one should be sub
stituted and the test conducted again. If the substi
tute module operates correctly, the original mod
ule should be considered defective and returned to
Tellabs for repair or replacement. We strongly
recommend that no internal (component-level)
testing or repairs be attempted on the 6947 or
6947A module. Unauthorized testing or repairs
may void the module's warranty.

7.02 If a situation arises that is not covered in
the flowcharts, contact Tellabs Customer Service at
your Tellabs Regional Office or at our Lisle, Illinois,
or Mississauga, Ontario, Headquarters. Telephone
numbers are as follows:

US central region: (312) 969-8800
US northeast region: (412) 787-7860
US southeast region: (305) 645-5888
US western region: (213) 595-7071
Lisle Headquarters; (312) 969-8800
Mississauga Headquarters: (416) 624-0052
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7.03 If a 6947 or 6947A is diagnosed as defec
tive, the situation may be remedied by either re
placement or repair and return. Because it is more
expedient, the replacement procedure should be
followed whenever time is a critical factor (e.g.,
service outages, etc.).

replacement
7.04 To obtain a replacement 6947 or 6947A
module, notify Tellabs via letter (see addresses
below). telephone (see numbers above), or twx
(910-695-3530 in the USA, 610-492-4387 in
Canada). Be sure to provide all relevant informa
tion, including the 8X6947 or 8X6947A part
number that indicates the issue of the module in
question. Upon notification, we shall ship a replace
ment module to you. If the module in question is
in warranty, the replacement will be shipped at no
charge. Pack the defective module in the replace
ment module's carton, sign the packing slip included

with the replacement, and enclose it with the
defective module (this is your return authorization).
Affix the preaddressed label provided with the
replacement module to the carton being returned,
and ship the module prepaid to Tellabs.

repair and return
7.05 Return the defective 6947 or 6947A mod
ule, shipment prepaid, to Tellabs (attn: repair and
return) .
in the USA: Tellabs Incorporated

4951 Indiana Avenue
Lisle, Illinois 60532

in Canada: Tellabs Communications Canada, Ltd.
1200 Aerowood Drive, Unit 39
Mississauga,Ontario, Canada L4W 2S7

Enclose an explanation of the module's malfunc
tion. Follow your company's standard procedure
with regard to administrative paperwork. Tellabs
will repair the module and ship it back to you. If
the module is in warranty, no invoice will be issued.

I[

Tellabs Incorporated
4951 Indiana Avenue, Lisle, Illinois 60532

telephone (312) 969-8800 twx 910-695-3530
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